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1) With reference to both technical details and personal opinion, write a short reflective essay on
the statement:

The Unix-based approach of providing many small utilities, that each perform their
individual task well, facilitates a more productive computing environment than one
involving large, GUI-driven applications.

(10)

2) With reference to both technical details and personal opinion, write a short reflective essay on
the question:

The widespread acceptance of open-source software, has seen its adoption in the business
and government sectors, large social media websites, critical utility infrastructure, and the
infrastructure of the Internet, itself.

This raises significant concerns about the information security risks related to open source
software, primarily because potential adversaries have full access to the source code, and
its documentation, being used within an enterprise.

Is such a widespread adoption of open-source software a dangerous thing?

(10)
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3) Using a number of example command sequences, explain how pipes work in Unix-based
systems, and how they are supported by the standard shells.

What benefits do pipes provide in constructing command sequences?

If pipes were unavailable, explain how their use could be simulated using other shell features.

(10)

4) With reference to both technical details and personal opinion, write a short reflective essay on
the question:

Most universities worldwide employ open-source software in both their teaching and the
operations of their campus-wide information services, often citing the financial benefits of
doing so.

However, this is often in contrast to their students’ past experiences and future careers,
often dominated by the use of proprietary software.

What important ideas and approaches does the teaching of open-source software expose to
students, and how are these likely to be employed in a student’s future computing-focused
career?

Do you believe that universities have a moral obligation to promote the use of open-source
software within the computing industry?

(10)
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